AT A GLANCE

Remote Information
Security Assessment
Focus on identifying gaps in security controls that
matter most for your remote business environment

Overview and Benefits

Security Testing

The Remote Information Security Assessment (ISA) provides a flexible Security Controls
Assessment for organizations that want to identify gaps in their existing security controls
and drive prioritized corrective action.

To gain a comprehensive
view of your vulnerabilities
and gaps in a time of quick
transition, complement
your Information Security
Assessment with a Remote
Access Vulnerability
Assessment. Our Secureworks
Adversary Group works
remotely to help you identify
vulnerabilities and reduce
the attack surface created
by new and expanded remote
access infrastructure.

Unlike assessments based on industry standards and frameworks, the Secureworks® ISA
can be customized to focus on high-risk areas. As your organization pivots and transitions
to remote working, this means focusing on the risk and governance aspects of a remote
business environment.
Our goal is to provide:

• Access to senior security consultants well versed in security best practice
• A proven framework you can trust and align to
• Prioritized, risk-based recommendations for improvement

Key Features
Our senior consultants bring years of experience, have backgrounds in business and security,
and hold multiple industry recognized certifications. Delivered remotely, our consultants assess
and map your existing security controls against our proven security framework.

Framework
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Control-level findings
and recommendations
displayed in a matrix,
prioritized based on
risk severity rating
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Delivered within
one week
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Proprietary framework
based on security
best practice
Assesses controls for 13
security domains including
Business Continuity,
Access Control,
Asset Management,
Incident Management
Risk-based
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Questionnaire sent to
collect information on
existing policies, plans,
standards, and procedures
across key domains
Analysis and
documentation of
observations and results
Interviews conducted
to complement analysis

About Secureworks
Secureworks® (NASDAQ: SCWX) is a leading global cybersecurity company that protects organizations in the digitally connected world. We combine visibility from
thousands of customers, aggregate and analyze data from any source, anywhere, to prevent security breaches, detect malicious activity in real time, respond rapidly,
and predict emerging threats. We offer our customers a cyber-defense that is Collectively Smarter. Exponentially Safer.™
Availability varies by region. ©2020 SecureWorks, Inc. All rights reserved.

